
Ongoing major corruption in the German BAMF

février 18, 2023 11�58 AM
From: James Meng <james.meng@yandex.com>

To: "olaf.scholz@bundestag.de" <olaf.scholz@bundestag.de>

Fix it, you wo�hless swine

-------- Forwarded message --------
20�51, 17 Februa� 2023, James Meng < james.meng@yandex.com>:

Britta

Today I made an attempt to follow up on the matter of fu�her medical documentation
with the local medical practice that se�es my facility, as was requested in the document
associated with my new residency permit. I explained the nature of the problem to one
of their doctors - the permanent brain damage that I have su�ered as a result of the
2012 poisoning mentioned previously, as pa� of the human tra�cking attempt by
London Business School to have me hired to the Sotheby's Palm Beach o�ce, and the
a�liated Jewish organized crime interests involved.

I mentioned that the BAMF requested that I provide a medical repo� speci�cally
outlining the probable consequences of my medical condition as I age. I found this
amusing - after all, your agency was presented with three medical repo�s outlining the
problem already. The rational conclusion to arrive at is clear. The process of inducing a
schizophreniform disorder with stimulants - and this is what happened to me - can
result in the death of the patient. O�cially, it has only been attempted in laborato�
animals, and many of these animals (mice or dogs, typically) die. Their hea�s give out,
and the animals experience cardiac arrest and die, before extended sleep deprivation
and renewed hyperpe�usion of blood to the brain can occur to a su�cient degree that
abnormal neuronal growth begins. The only reason this did not occur with me is that I
had been an accomplished long-distance runner in university. My hea� was in ve�
good shape and could tolerate 150-200 beats per minute for an entire week in an
hospital bed. Most people will die under these circumstances.

When a government gives consent for an innocent victim to experience this level of
medical experimentation and abuse at the hands of an ethnic (Jewish, in this case)
crime ring, it is clear that this government cannot be trusted with that victim's health
ever again. As such, while the residual e�ects I experience today - disto�ed perception
of background audio, and occasional audito� hallucinations and/or misperceptions that
occur with greater frequency when I experience sleep deprivation - are not fatal by
themselves, it is clear that returning to the United States would ve� likely result in my
death at the hands of criminals in the medical profession. What route they would
choose I can't say, but - for example - they did clearly make attempts to have me
poisoned and then murdered under pretenses of COVID in 2021. As a reminder, in 2018
the Bern police concurred with this: they told me, via my government-provided
attorney, that I should return to Russia rather than to the United States, as it was likely
that my life was still in danger. They also reimbursed me for my return ticket to Saint-
Petersburg on Belavia, despite an attempt by Jewish organized crime networks via a
refugee assistance NGO to return me to Florida without any return assistance.
Meanwhile, American actor Bruce Willis is just beginning the process of being
gratuitously murdered in public view, just as my grandfather J. Alan Smith was in 2008-
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2017, via a diagnosis of frontotemporal dementia. Essentially, he is being poisoned to
such a degree (exactly how we don't yet know) that the frontal lobe of his brain is
beginning to dematerialize.

I would like to make clear, Britta, that your doctors in Germany have already become
quite embarrassing in terms of the repo�s they produce. The young female psychiatrist
I met in Freiburg im Breisgau immediately diagnosed me with paranoid schizophrenia,
based on an incident in which I had been literally been stalked in Freiburg by the same
Jewish crime ring in order to inte�ere with my mail. I had a picture of the man stalking
me and the police had helped me with the mail issue - that never changed her mind.
But that is how the criminal side of psychiat� always is - they even fail to take interest
in the reason why these Jews do this to people. It's incredible to watch.

As I explained to her, schizophrenics are often (though not always) victims of a criminal
branch of the medical profession - that of psychiat�. Once formally diagnosed, they are
typically poisoned via custom generic variants of drugs with a variety of poisons
included in the packaging. Many of these drugs are still on-patent, and merely licensed
to producers of these generics, and so their chemical formulas and pharmacological
interactions remain unpublished. Most, aside from the �rst-generation drugs, are
essentially fake drugs that cause other major symptoms. In essence they transform
patients, many of whom are just poisoning victims - victims of crime - into revenue
streams for inexperienced and/or unquali�ed doctors.

I want to make clear, Britta, that I am too old and too sma� to have this problem with
you and with the German government. Your count� borders the former eastern bloc.
There will be e�ectively no tolerance for any more medical fraud against me, no matter
how much Blinken, Gitenstein, Adler, Pressman, and the rest of the criminal Jewish-
American "legal" contingent at the U.S. Depa�ment of State threaten and/or pay your
criminals at BAMF. So either you do this correctly, or I will merely aid you and the
German government to self-destruct, in full public view. In my opinion, it is long
overdue. The BAMF is a criminal organization and Germany is rapidly becoming a failed
state. Neve�heless, I can only hope you will choose to avoid this outcome.

There are other, less signi�cant health issues as well. I had an hea� attack in August
2018, probably as a result of either EMI/RF experimentation via mobile telecom while in
Russia, or poisoning, or both. Additionally, the Americans make ongoing attempts to
introduce a variety of poisons to my food and drink wherever I go; they often poison
almost anything that I regularly purchase at any groce� store or restaurant, pa�icularly
if I make purchases on traceable debit or credit cards. What are the long-term
implications of that? I wait with bated breath for your "doctors" to weigh in.

James W. Meng

15.02.2023, 02�43, "James Meng" < james.meng@yandex.com>:

Britta

Attached is a scan of my latest German ID. Its issuance date has been
illegitimately backdated by over two months (see attached issuance
correspondence).

As you are aware, I have been �ghting for quite some time to have my
identi�cation documents formally identi�ed (from �ngerprints) and exchanged
for appropriate German equivalents since my arrival in July 2022. It is now
perhaps wo�h mentioning that I am only in Germany due to an ongoing major
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